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When searching code, developers may express additional constraints (e.g., functional constraints and nonfunctional constraints) on the implementations of desired functionalities in the queries. Existing code search tools treat the queries as a whole and ignore the different implications of different parts of the queries. Moreover, these tools usually return a ranked list of candidate code snippets without any explanations. Therefore, the developers often find it hard to choose the desired results and build confidence on them. In this paper, we conduct a developer survey to better understand and address these issues and induce some insights from the survey results. Based on the insights, we propose XCoS, an explainable code search approach based on query scoping and knowledge graph. XCoS extracts a background knowledge graph from general knowledge bases like Wikidata and Wikipedia. Given a code search query, XCoS identifies different parts (i.e., functionalities, functional constraints, nonfunctional constraints) from it and use the expressions of functionalities and functional constraints to search the codebase. It then links both the query and the candidate code snippets to the concepts in the background knowledge graph and generates explanations based on the association paths between these two parts of concepts together with relevant descriptions. XCoS uses an interactive user interface that allows the user to better understand the associations between candidate code snippets and the query from different aspects and choose the desired results. Our evaluation shows that the quality of the extracted background knowledge and the concept linkings in codebase is generally high. Furthermore, the generated explanations are considered complete, concise, and readable and the approach can help developers find the desired code snippets more accurately and confidently.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Developers often accomplish their development tasks by searching code using queries in the form of natural language [57, 71]. Many code search methods have been proposed to help developers, which can be divided
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into two categories: methods based on information retrieval (IR) and methods based on deep learning (DL). The IR-based methods [8, 15, 51] treat code as text and retrieve the code with the highest lexical similarities to the query by combining the bag-of-words model with statistical features such as TF-IDF [70] and BM25 [67]. IR-based methods are very fast and can practically support code search on large-scale codebases. The DL-based methods [22, 25, 26, 38, 47, 69, 78] rely on different DL models to learn representations of queries and code snippets with semantics and measure the relevance based on the semantic representations. There are also researches on query expansion [28, 29, 44, 50, 52, 62]. These methods improve the search accuracy by expanding the words in the query with dictionaries or crowd-sourced resources, so as to bridge the lexical gap between the query and the code.

However, there are two major issues that have not been addressed or resolved. First, when searching code developers may express additional constraints (e.g., functional constraints and nonfunctional constraints) on the implementations of desired functionalities in the queries. Existing code search methods treat the queries as a whole and ignore the different implications of different parts of the queries. This may blur the focus of the search for some search methods (especially IR-based methods), resulting in noisy code snippets that are not relevant to the desired functionality. Second, existing methods usually return a ranked list of candidate code snippets without any explanations. It is time-consuming and labor-intensive for developers to understand search results and they often find it hard to choose the desired results [48]. Moreover, due to the lack of background knowledge and relevant explanations, developers may lack confidence in the code they choose, and even choose problematic (e.g., vulnerable) code without realizing it.

To better understand and address the issues, we conduct a developer survey with 101 developers to investigate practitioners’ practices and perspectives on code search, covering the aspects of professional background, search requirements, code choosing, code understanding, and knowledge needs. From the survey results, we obtain some insights, such as: I1: reading and understanding code is very important for choosing desired code snippets; I2: code search services should not be affected by the expressed nonfunctional concerns; I3: background knowledge should be provided for developers to make them understand code snippets better and more confidently; I4: code snippets should be filtered conveniently rather than just being browsed and checked linearly.

Our key ideas to address two issues are two folds. We can solve the first issue by query scoping, a commonly used technique in automatic question answering and recommendation systems [66]. It includes query segmentation and query tagging, which are responsible for dividing the query into different parts and determining the implication scope of each part respectively. Through query scoping, we can determine which part of the query should be used to directly search the code, and which part should be used to help filter the results. For the second issue, the key idea is to bridge the knowledge gap between the code and the query using a background knowledge graph extracted from general knowledge bases. We observe that background knowledge related to software development is contained in general knowledge bases like Wikidata [12] and Wikipedia [13], which can help developers understand the conceptual associations between the code and the query, and provide explainability for the searching results.

Based on these two ideas, in this paper we propose XCoS, an eXplainable Code Search approach based on query scoping and knowledge graph. XCoS includes an offline phase for background knowledge graph construction and an online phase for code search. In the offline phase, XCoS first builds the skeleton of the background knowledge graph with software development related concepts and basic relationships identified from general knowledge bases and then enriches it with extended knowledge extracted from related Wikipedia articles. In the online phase, XCoS first identifies different parts (i.e., functionalities, functional constraints, nonfunctional constraints) from the given search query and uses the expressions of functionalities and functional constraints to search the codebase with existing search tools (e.g., one built based on Elasticsearch [4]). After that, XCoS links both the query and the candidate code snippets to the concepts in the background knowledge graph and generates explanations based on the association paths between these two parts of concepts together with relevant descriptions.

XCoS uses an interactive user interface (UI) that allows the user to better understand the associations between candidate code snippets and the query from different aspects. These aspects include: query parts and their corresponding scopes, explanatory information (i.e., conceptual association paths, related descriptions and additional suggestions) organized in the form of trees, and concept-annotated code snippets. Based on this interactive interface, XCoS helps the user choose desired results better.

To evaluate the quality and usefulness of XCoS, we conduct a series of experiments with the Java code snippets in CodeSearchNet dataset [30]. An empirical evaluation of the intrinsic quality reveals that XCoS constructs high quality of background knowledge graph and concept linkings in the codebase. The effectiveness assessment for generating explanations shows that XCoS can produce complete, concise, and readable explanatory information. More so, an empirical study with 14 participants reveals that XCoS can significantly improve the accuracy by 40.5% and increase confidence in choice when used to support participants in code search tasks.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

As reported in previous studies [42, 76] on Q&A forums such as Stack Overflow (SO), when accomplishing development tasks developers often have functional requirements (e.g., specific functionalities) and nonfunctional concerns (e.g., performance and security). The functional requirements and nonfunctional concerns can be reflected in the titles, bodies, answers, and discussion threads of questions. In the similar vein, developers may also have both functional requirements and nonfunctional concerns when searching code and express them into search queries as constraints. Below, we demonstrate the impact of constraints on search and the importance of explainability through a concrete example.

Hash calculation is a commonly used functionality in development tasks and Fig. 1 shows a question [11] on Stack Overflow about it. Besides the desired basic functionality calculate hash, the questioner has an additional functional constraint (i.e., to verify file integrity). Moreover, according to the statements in the question body (as shown in the red box), the questioner also concerns about the security aspect of different hash functions. It means that the questioner also has a demand for some nonfunctional constraints, e.g., not vulnerable to attacks, attached to the basic functionality. For better exploration, we take all the Java code snippets (about 500K Java methods) in the CodeSearchNet [30] dataset as the codebase, and use Elasticsearch to build a code search service.

For the above example, when only the basic functionality (i.e., calculate hash) is used to search, the first few candidate code snippets returned have nothing to do with calculating file hash until the 8th and 9th ones, which are computing the hash of file by using a hash tree and SHA-1, respectively. When searching by combining the functionality and functional constraint like calculate hash to verify file integrity, the first candidate code snippet returned is about downloading a file, and part of this code is using MD5 to verify the integrity of the downloaded file. Compared to searching with only functionality, it can be seen that adding functional constraints to basic functionality can help clarify the intent of the search and reduce the search scope. On the other hand, if we attach the nonfunctional constraint to the functionality (e.g., calculate hash not vulnerable to attacks) to search code, of the top 10 candidate code snippets, only the 8th one is related to hash, and the rest are all related to vulnerabilities or attacks. It means that adding nonfunctional constraints brings noise to the search. To this end, given a search query, we need to analyze the query and select appropriate parts of it to search code.

Even if we can analyze the query well to make the search results more relevant to the query, developers may still find it difficult to pick the desired code snippet. For the above example, assume that calculate hash to verify file integrity is used for searching. Although the first candidate code snippet contains code for using MD5 to verify a file’s integrity, developers still need to read and understand this code, and combine their own background knowledge about MD5 to determine whether the code snippet meets their needs. For example, from the description on Wikipedia shown in Fig. 2, we know that the MD5 hash algorithm can be used to verify data integrity, which means that the code snippet can satisfy the functional constraint of verifying file integrity. But
the description also mentions that MD5 is extensively vulnerable, which means that this code may not satisfy the security concerns of the developers. If the developers themselves do not know these relevant background knowledge, the result selection process may require consulting external materials, which is very time-consuming and labor-intensive. In some cases, e.g., some developers are unaware of the security issues of the hash algorithm, they may even choose problematic code snippets that lead to some bad consequences (e.g., introducing potential vulnerabilities). At the same time, due to the above reasons, developers usually lack confidence in the selected code snippets when they do not have relevant background knowledge. The main cause for the above problems is that existing code search tools lack the associations between search results and query parts and the explainability of search results.

3 DEVELOPER SURVEY

We further design a developer survey to investigate practitioners’ practices and perspectives on code search requirements and code understanding.

To ensure the quality and participation rate of the survey, we invite active developers on GitHub to participate in our online survey. We first obtain the list of active GitHub developers using a commit statistics tool1 and then get the corresponding email addresses of these developers via GitHub APIs2. We then email each of these developers to briefly introduce our research topic on code search and kindly invite them to participate in our online questionnaire survey. Finally, 4,208 emails are sent in total. As shown in Table 1, the survey include 12 questions

---

1 https://github.com/lauripiispanen/most-active-github-users-counter, the statistics data was generated at Oct. 30, 2022
2 https://api.github.com/

Table 1. Survey Questions

| Q1 | How many years of development experience do you have? |
| Q2 | How often do you search code snippets using natural language queries to accomplish your development tasks? |
| Q3 | What methods or tools do you use to search code snippets? |
| Q4 | Besides the basic functionality requirements, what other nonfunctional concerns do you have about the code snippets? |
| Q5 | Do you want to express these concerns in queries when searching code snippets? Why? |
| Q6 | How do you choose the desired code snippets that meet your requirements or concerns in the search results? |
| Q7 | Is it efficient to linearly browse and check the code snippets in the list of search results? |
| Q8 | How much time will be spent understanding the search results during the choosing process? |
| Q9 | What kinds of information/knowledge are necessary to understand the search results? |
| Q10 | How do you consult and summarize the necessary information/knowledge? |
| Q11 | How do the information/knowledge and the understanding of search results affect your confidence in the code snippets you choose? |
| Q12 | Would it be helpful to develop a tool that can provide related information/knowledge for understanding the search results? |

that cover the aspects of professional background, search requirements, code choosing, code understanding, and knowledge needs. It takes participants about 5-10 minutes to complete. For the open questions, three authors categorize the answers separately and a group discussion is conducted to reach consensus. In seven days, there are 101 developers coming from 67 countries/regions responding to our invitation emails and finishing the questionnaire (i.e., a participation rate of 2.4%).

**Professional Background (Q1-Q3).** Q1: Of all the 101 participants, 39.6% have more than 10 years of development experience, 14.8% have 5 to 10 years, and 21.8% have 3 to 5 years, and 23.8% have less than 3 years. Q2: 45.5% of the participants always or often search code to accomplish development tasks, 8.9% as often as not search code, 22.8% sometimes search code, and 21.8% rarely search code. Q3: Of the participants, 96 give their common search services, including Google (84.4%), Stack Overflow (32.3%), GitHub (11.5%), DuckDuckGo (5.2%), etc.

**Search Requirements (Q4-Q5).** Q4: There are 65 participants listing their nonfunctional concerns when searching code, mainly including performance/efficiency (40.0%), security/vulnerability (18.5%), robustness/reliability/stability (15.4%), compatibility (e.g., platforms, languages, and dependencies) (15.4%), understandability (13.8%), style/cleanliness/readability (10.8%), copyright/license (8.8%), recentness/timeliness (7.7%), idiomativeness/patterns (7.7%), etc. Q5: Of the 65 participants, 35.4% respond that they want to express their nonfunctional concerns in search queries, while 49.2% respond that they do not. For the participants wanting to express the nonfunctional concerns, the main reason is that they expect to narrow down the search scope and get better search results. For the participants not wanting to, there are three main reasons: search services cannot give the better (even worse) results when they add the nonfunctional concerns (35.0%); they want to manually check whether the searched code meets the nonfunctional concerns (30.0%); they do not know how to express the nonfunctional concerns (15.0%).

**Choosing of Desired Code Snippets (Q6-Q7).** Q6: There are 77 participants giving that how they choose the desired code snippets that meet their requirements. The most commonly used ways include reading code and comments/documentation (48.1%), testing and trying the code (27.3%), checking some extra metrics (e.g., website authority, GitHub stars, open/close issues, Stack Overflow upvotes, and licences) (24.7%), and comparing different solutions (3.9%), etc. Q7: Of the 77 participants, 50.6% think that it is efficient to linearly browse and check the code snippets, and the rest 49.4% think the opposite.

**Time of Code Understanding (Q8).** Of the participants, 28.3% spend most of the time on code understanding in the code choosing process, 38.0% spend about a half of the time, and 33.7% spend little time.
**Information/Knowledge Needs for Code Understanding (Q9–Q10).** **Q9:** There are 78 participants listing the information/knowledge they think necessary to understand code snippets, including basic technical background knowledge (e.g., the terms/concepts used in code and the understanding of security and performance) (42.3%), language/library specific knowledge (e.g., language syntax and library APIs) (33.3%), explanations of the code (e.g., brief descriptions and related documentation) (11.5%), experience (e.g., reading-comprehension and source criticism skills) (7.7%), etc. **Q10:** Of the 78 participants, 70 respond the two common ways they consult and summarize the necessary information/knowledge, i.e., searching online resources (e.g., Google, Documentation, Wikipedia, Forums, and Blogs) (71.4%) and asking other developers for help (10.0%).

**Impact of Information/Knowledge (Q11–Q12).** **Q11:** Of the participants, 68.1% think that the information/knowledge makes them more confident on code understanding, 22.9% think no effect, and 8.5% think less confident. **Q12:** 74.5% of the participants think it is helpful to develop a tool to provide related information/knowledge for understanding code snippets, and the rest 25.5% think the opposite.

**Insights.** Based on the survey results, we obtain the following insights. **I0:** In practice, developer still use information retrieval based code search services (e.g., GitHub Search) to search code, instead of deep learning based methods (e.g., DeepCS [25]). **I1:** Reading and understanding code occupies a very important position in the process of choosing desired code snippets and takes a lot of time, tools are needed to help developers understand the code snippets in search results. **I2:** Such tools should allow developers to express their functional requirements and nonfunctional concerns simultaneously, and the code search services should not be affected by the nonfunctional concerns. **I3:** Such tools should provide necessary information/knowledge for developers which can make them understand code snippets better and more confidently, and background knowledge is the most important kind of the information/knowledge. **I4:** Developers should be able to conveniently filter code snippets with such tools, rather than just browsing and checking the code snippets linearly in the order returned by the search services.

## 4 APPROACH

Based on the insights **I1, I2, and I3**, we propose an explainable code search approach named XCoS based on query scoping and knowledge graph. With query scoping, XCoS solves the problem of a query having different implication parts. By extracting the background knowledge graph from the general knowledge bases and using the knowledge graph to establish the associations between the search results and the query, XCoS can increase the explainability of existing code search methods and help developers choose the desired code snippets better and more confidently. In this section, we first present an overview of XCoS, and then describe each step of it in detail.

### 4.1 Overview

As shown in Fig. 3, XCoS includes an offline phase for background knowledge graph construction and an online phase for code search.

The offline phase extracts software development related background knowledge from Wikidata [12] and Wikipedia [13]. Wikidata is a free and open knowledge base for general knowledge and includes many software development related concepts such as “MD5”, “JSON”, “Computer network” [46]. Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia which is closely associated with Wikidata. For many concepts in Wikidata we can find articles that describe them in detail in Wikipedia. The background knowledge extraction includes two steps, i.e., skeleton knowledge extraction and extended knowledge extraction. In the first step, XCoS extracts software development related concepts together with their basic relationships and definitions from Wikidata and Wikipedia. These concepts and relationships constitute the skeleton of the background knowledge graph. In the second step, XCoS extracts additional descriptions and relationships for the concepts obtained in the first step by analyzing the
The key for skeleton knowledge extraction is the identification of software development related concepts from Wikidata.
XCoS extracts all Wikidata concepts from the dump of Wikidata [2] and the corresponding Wikipedia articles from the dump of Wikipedia [3]. It associates Wikidata concepts and Wikipedia articles based on the Wikipedia hyperlinks of the concepts, and then filters out the concepts that have no corresponding Wikipedia articles. For each remaining concept, XCoS takes the title and the first sentence of the corresponding Wikipedia article as its name and definition respectively. In this way, we obtain 5,420,321 Wikidata concepts that have the corresponding name and definition.

To identify the software development related concepts from all the Wikidata concepts, XCoS then trains a classifier based on the concept definitions using BERT [18], a pre-trained text representation model that can achieve very high accuracy in text classification tasks. To avoid manual annotation, we design a method to automatically construct the training data based on the associations between Wikidata concepts and SO tags. There are 3,181 Wikidata concepts (e.g., RGB color model) having corresponding SO tags (e.g., rgb) which can be obtained from their “Stack Exchange tag” attributes. We take all these concepts as positive samples and randomly select twice the number of positive samples from remaining Wikidata concepts as negative samples, resulting in a relatively class-balanced dataset. Class imbalance of training data is a serious problem for learning based classification algorithms, which will decrease the effectiveness of the trained classifier [43]. Artificially data balancing is a commonly used method to address the problem. We divide the dataset into training set and validation set by 9:1.

Based on the trained classifier, we identify software development related Wikidata concepts. For identified concepts, we obtain their aliases and relationships between them from Wikidata. After randomly sampling and manually validating, the relationships are confirmed high-quality. This is thanks to the fact that Wikidata is a reliable crowdsourced knowledge graph and only the relationships between two identified concepts are fetched. These concepts and relationships together with the names and definitions of the concepts constitute the skeleton knowledge of the background knowledge graph. For the example shown in Fig. 4, all the solid line concepts, definitions, and relationships are extracted in this step.

4.3 Extended Knowledge Extraction

For a software development related concept extracted from Wikidata, Wikipedia articles often provide various descriptions about it. These descriptions may provide useful knowledge explaining the relationships between queries and desired code snippets. XCoS extracts these descriptions and the concept relationships in them using the following process. First, it extracts and normalizes description sentences from Wikipedia articles. Second, it extracts open relationships from the description sentences. Third, it identifies candidate mentions of software development related concepts in the description sentences. Fourth, it links the identified mentions to the corresponding software development related concepts. Fifth, it creates additional relationships based on concept linking results.

4.3.1 Description Sentence Extraction and Normalization. For each concept, we obtain the first paragraph of the corresponding Wikipedia article for further analysis. We use a coreference resolution tool (e.g., neuralcoref [6] in our implementation) to resolve the references of pronouns in the paragraph. As the coreference resolution tool does not work well on sentences starting with “this/the” followed by nouns (e.g., “this algorithm”), we further use some heuristic rules to handle such cases. We first use a natural language processing (NLP) tool (e.g., spaCy [9] in our implementation) to segment the paragraph into sentences. Then for each sentence starting with “this/the” followed by a noun, we determine whether the noun is a suffix of the article title, and if so replace “this/the” and the noun with the title. After coreference resolution, we identify all the hyperlinks that point to other Wikipedia articles in the sentences and replace the anchor text of them with the titles of the target articles. Through the

3https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q166194
4https://stackoverflow.com/tags/rgb
above process, we can obtain a set of normalized description sentences for each concept. For example, for the concept “MD5” a description sentence “MD5 can still be used as a checksum to verify data integrity” can be obtained from the original sentence “It can still be used as a checksum to verify data integrity”.

4.3.2 Open Relationship Extraction. To facilitate the association analysis between search queries and code snippets, we further extract structured concept relationships from the description sentences. We use an open information extraction tool (e.g., OpenIE6 [35] in our implementation) to extract triples of concept relationships from the sentences. For example, two concept relationship triples (“MD5”, “used as”, “checksum”) and (“MD5”, “to verify”, “data integrity”) can be extracted from the description “MD5 can still be used as a checksum to verify data integrity”. Note that the conceptual expressions in these triples such as “checksum” and “data integrity” are still textual expressions that are not linked to the corresponding concepts at this time. There is no standard list of relationships since the relationships built by open information extraction are in open domain (usually the predicates in description sentences).

4.3.3 Candidate Concept Mention Identification. To obtain a highly structured background knowledge graph, we need to further link the extracted description sentences and open relationships to the related concepts. To this end, we need to first identify candidate concept mentions in the description sentences by analyzing noun phrases. Given a concept description, we use an NLP tool (e.g., spaCy in our implementation) to identify the noun phrases in it. For each identified noun phrase, we remove stop words at the beginning and end of it, and then use all its possible sub-phrases (including the phrase itself) to match possible concepts. If a sub-phrase is a part of the names or aliases of some concepts, the sub-phrase is treated as a candidate concept mention and all the matching concepts are treated as candidate concepts for the mention. To ensure the quality of candidate mentions and concepts, following rules are applied.

1) Longer Concept Mentions Preferred. If a noun phrase contains multiple overlapping sub-phrases that can be treated as candidate mentions, we will only consider the longest sub-phrase as a candidate mention.

2) Concepts Referred to by Hyperlinks Preferred. Some concepts are referred to by hyperlinks in the current Wikipedia article. If a sub-phrase matches such a concept, we will consider the concept as the only candidate concept for the mention. For example, if “buffer” appears in a description and there is a hyperlink to “Data Buffer” in the current article but no hyperlink to “Optical Buffer”, “Data Buffer” will be considered as the only candidate concept for the mention “buffer”.

3) Single-Word Sub-Phrase Specially Considered. A candidate mention that contains only one word may be just a common word. To alleviate the ambiguity brought by common words, we treat the corresponding common word as a special candidate concept besides other candidate concepts. For example, for the candidate mention “buffer” we consider the common word “buffer” as a special candidate concept besides “Data Buffer”.

4.3.4 Concept Linking. Given a set of candidate mentions in a description sentence, we link each of them to one of its candidate concepts or none (i.e., no relevant concept). The concept linking here can be treated as an optimization problem with the following three objectives: maximize the lexical similarity between the mentions and linked concepts; maximize the semantic similarity between the context of mentions and linked concepts; and maximize the conceptual coherence of the linked concepts of all mentions.

The lexical similarity between a mention $m$ and a candidate concept $c$ can be calculated using a smoothed Jaccard coefficient as Eq. 1 (Eq. is short for Equation), where $\text{wb}(p)$ is the bag of lemmatized words (excluding stop words) in a given phrase $p$ and $\text{names}(c)$ returns the name and aliases of $c$. We consider the maximum lexical similarity between the mention and the concept names/aliases and use the square root to smooth the origin Jaccard coefficient.

$$\text{lexS}(m, c) = \max_{n_c \in \text{names}(c)} \sqrt{\frac{|\text{wb}(m) \cap \text{wb}(n_c)|}{|\text{wb}(m) \cup \text{wb}(n_c)|}}$$

(1)
The semantic similarity between the context of the mentions $ctx$ (i.e., the description sentence) and a candidate concept $c$ can be measured by the cosine similarity between their text embeddings as Eq. 2. In Eq. 2, $def(c)$ is the definition of $c$ and the function $emb_s(s)$ returns the sentence embedding of a sentence $s$ by averaging the embeddings of all the words in $wb(s)$. We use a pre-trained Wikipedia2Vec model [14] to generate the word embeddings.

$$ctxS(ctx, c) = \text{cosine}(emb_s(def(c)), emb_s(ctx))$$

(2)

The conceptual coherence of two candidate concepts $c_1$ and $c_2$ can be measured by the cosine similarity of their embeddings as Eq. 3. Note that besides concepts there may be a common word in the set of candidate concepts of a mention. Therefore, we need an embedding model to map both concepts and words into the same vector space when calculating the conceptual coherence. We use Wikipedia2Vec model [14] as the model, as it can simultaneously guarantee that concepts and words with similar meanings are close in the vector space.

$$coh(c_1, c_2) = \text{cosine}(emb_w(c_1), emb_w(c_2))$$

(3)

Given a set of candidate mentions $M$ in a description sentence, we need to find a set of concepts $C$ where each mention $m_i$ in $M$ has a linked concept $c_i$ from its candidate concepts. We adopt the widely used pairwise strategy in entity linking literatures [36] to define the fitness function of concept linking as Eq. 4, which combines the fitness of the linked concepts for all pairs of different mentions $(m_i, m_j)$ as defined in Eq. 5. For a pair of mention $(m_i, m_j)$ and the corresponding pair of linked concepts $(c_i, c_j)$, Eq. 5 combines the similarities between the concepts and the mentions with the context of the mentions and the conceptual coherence of the concepts.

$$fitness(M, C, ctx) = \sum_{m_i, m_j \in M} \text{pairFit}(m_i, m_j, c_i, c_j, ctx)$$

(4)

$$\text{pairFit}(m_i, m_j, c_i, c_j, ctx) = \text{lexS}(m_i, c_i) + \text{lexS}(m_j, c_j) + ctxS(ctx, c_i) + ctxS(ctx, c_j) + coh(c_i, c_j) + coh(c_j, c_i)$$

(5)

To optimize the fitness function defined in Eq. 4, we need to enumerate all possible groups of candidate concepts and find a best group which can maximize the fitness. This problem is NP-hard, so we choose to adopt a strategy that greedily links the mentions to the corresponding concepts in a pairwise way: 1) choose a pair of mentions $(m_i, m_j)$ with at least one of them unlinked and a pair of concepts $(c_i, c_j)$ from their candidate concepts and if $m_i$ or $m_j$ is linked only consider the linked concept for $c_i$ or $c_j$; 2) consider all combinations meeting the above conditions and select a combination $(m_i, m_j, c_i, c_j)$ with the highest pairwise fitness as defined by Eq. 5, link $m_i$ and $m_j$ to $c_i$ and $c_j$ respectively if they are not linked yet; 3) repeat step 1 and 2 until all mentions are linked or the highest pairwise fitness is lower than a threshold (0.8 in our implementation). When the process ends, all candidate mentions that are not linked or linked to a common word are omitted.

4.3.5 Additional Relationship Creation. Based on the results of concept linking, we create the following three kinds of relationships for related concepts.

1) **Description Relationship.** For each linked concept of a mention in a description sentence, create a “has description” relationship from the concept to the description sentence. For example, the relationship from “MD5” to ”MD5 has been found to suffer from extensive vulnerabilities” in Fig. 4 is created in this way.

2) **Extracted Open Relationship.** For each open relationship $(head, rel, tail)$ extracted in Substep 2, try to map the element (i.e., head or tail) to a linked concept of the corresponding description sentence in the following way: find a linked concept $c$ that makes the highest Jaccard coefficient between the element and the mention of $c$ in the sentence; if the Jaccard coefficient is larger than a predefined threshold (0.6 in our implementation), then map the element to $c$. If both head and tail can be mapped to a concept (denoted by $c_h$ and $c_t$ respectively),
create a relationship $rel$ from $c_h$ to $c_t$. For example, the relationship (“MD5”, “used as”, “Checksum”) and (“MD5”, “to verify”, “Data Integrity”) in Fig. 4 are created in this way.

3) **Concept Association Relationship.** For each pair of concepts $c_1$ and $c_2$, if the cosine similarity of their Wikipedia2Vec embeddings [14] is higher than a threshold (0.8 in our implementation), then create an “associated to” relationship between them.

### 4.4 Query Scoping and Matching

Query scoping extracts different parts, i.e., functionalities, functional constraints, nonfunctional constraints, from a code search query. The first two parts represent basic functionalities and additional functional requirements respectively, and the third part reflects the nonfunctional concerns. These parts are used in different ways in subsequent code snippets matching and explanation generation. Given a code search query we first remove the starting words for question, e.g., “how to” and “how can I”. Then we use an NLP tool (e.g., spaCy in our implementation) to analyze the part of speech and dependence tree of the remaining query. After that we extract different parts from the query using linguistic rules. Applying linguistic rules on the NLP analysis results (i.e., part of speech and dependence tree) is a common way to extract functionality and constraints [17, 31, 58, 77].

We design the linguistic rules based on these previous works and make some adaptations on search queries. For example, adverb or adverb clauses are connected to nonfunctional constraints based on the mined rules by Dalpiaz et al. [17] and resultant decision tree by Hussain et al. [31] We randomly sample 50 question titles (not involved in subsequent evaluation) as a validation dataset to iteratively refine and validate the rules by observing the extraction results. In the rules, **VERB**, **DOBJ**, **PREP**, **POBJ**, and **MOD** denote verb, direct object, preposition, preposition object, and modifier, respectively.

- **Functionality**: VERB or VERB DOBJ;
- **Functional Constraint**: PREP POBJ, to VERB DOBJ, or using DOBJ;
- **Nonfunctional Constraint**: adverbs, adverb clauses, relative clauses, or phrases such as *in MOD way* that are used to modify or qualify the functionalities or functional constraints.

Using the above rules, for example, we can obtain the following results of query scoping, where the pink, cyan, and orange parts represent functionality, functional constraint, and nonfunctional constraint, respectively.

| calculate hash | to verify file integrity |
| read large file | in memory efficient way |

Note that, there is no predefined and fixed set of non-functional requirements. The non-functional intents are extracted from a given query using linguistic heuristics and based on the query content. Based on the results of query scoping for a code search query, we compose the functionality part and functional constraint part together to retrieve code snippets using an existing code search service, e.g., “calculate hash to verify file integrity” and “read large file” are used to retrieve code snippets for above two queries respectively.

### 4.5 Explanation Generation

For the candidate code snippets returned by the code search service, XCoS generates the corresponding explanations based on the conceptual associations between the code search query and the code snippets. These explanations later are displayed in a structured way on the code search UI (see Sec. 5) to help the user to choose the desired code snippets. For each candidate code snippet, the generated explanations include the following three parts.

- **Conceptual Association Paths**: one or multiple paths in the background knowledge graph that can potentially associate the query and the code snippet.
- **Related Descriptions**: description sentences that may help explain the association between the query and the code snippet.
• **Additional Suggestions**: description sentences that are not so relevant to the query but the user may be interested in.

4.5.1 *Identification of Conceptual Association Path*. To identify the association paths between a query and a code snippet, we need to first link the query and the code snippet to the concepts in the background knowledge graph and then identify conceptual paths between the linked concepts of them.

The concept linking for the query is conducted in a similar way to the candidate concept mention identification in the extended knowledge extraction (see Sec. 4.3.3). We identify the noun phrases in the query and use all their possible sub-phrases (including the phrases themselves) to match possible concepts. As the query is usually very short and contains very little context, we do not conduct entity linking as Sec. 4.3.4 and consider all the candidate concepts for further analysis of association paths.

The concept linking for the code snippet is conducted by analyzing the code identifiers. We use a static code analysis tool (e.g., javalang [5] in our implementation) to extract all the identifiers in the code snippet, and then use a tool called Spiral [10] to split the identifiers into words. After that, we use a tool called POSSE [27] (re-implemented in Python) to analyze the part of speech of the words in each identifier and obtain the noun phrases in it. To ensure the quality of concept linking, we filter out stop words such as single letters and common verbs like “update” based on a predefined list. For all the remaining noun phrases, we conduct mention identification and concept linking in a similar way to Sec. 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. During the process, all noun phrases obtained from the code snippet are combined together as the context for concept linking. Note that the concept linking for code snippets is independent of the query, so it can be done for all the code snippets offline if the codebase is available to improve the efficiency of online code search.

For a set of linked concepts $C_{query}$ of the query and a set of linked concepts $C_{code}$ of the code snippet, we identify all the pairs $(c_q, c_c)$ ($c_q \in C_{query}, c_c \in C_{code}$) that satisfy one of the following three conditions.

1. $c_c$ and $c_q$ are the same concept;
2. $c_c$ and $c_q$ are neighbors in the background knowledge graph;
3. $c_c$ and $c_q$ are connected by a path in which all the edges are hypernym/hyponym relationships (e.g., “instance of” or “subclass of”) in the background knowledge graph.

For each pair of concepts $(c_q, c_c)$ that satisfies one of the above conditions, we treat $c_q$ and $c_c$ as the anchor concepts and the path between them as an association path. Then, we can link the query part that $c_q$ appears in to the association path. The association path provides a potential explanation for how the code snippet is relevant to the query. For example, the path $[MD5 \rightarrow to\ verify \rightarrow Data\ integrity]$ can explain the association between the code snippets containing MD5 and the functional constraint to verify file integrity of the query calculate hash to verify file integrity.

4.5.2 *Identification of Related Descriptions*. Description sentences of relevant concepts often can provide additional explanations for choosing or not choosing a candidate code snippet. For example, the description “MD5 has been found to suffer from extensive vulnerabilities” can help users to exclude code snippets that use MD5 if they seek a solution that is not vulnerable to attacks. For an association path, we identify related descriptions from the description sentences of the anchor concept of the code snippet by measuring their relevance to different parts (i.e., functionalities, functional constraints, nonfunctional constraints) of the query. To this end, we use Sentence-BERT [64], which is suitable for measuring semantic textual similarity, to obtain the vector representations of the candidate descriptions and different parts of the query and calculate their cosine similarity as Eq. 6 where $des$ is a candidate description, $q_part$ is a part of the query, $sbert(text)$ returns the vector representation of $text$ using Sentence-BERT. For the functionality part of the query, we select two candidate descriptions that have the highest similarities calculated using Eq. 6 as related descriptions and use the similarities as their scores. For each constraint part (functional or nonfunctional) of the query, we also select two candidate descriptions that have the highest scores calculated using Eq. 7 which combines the similarities between the description and both
the constraint part \((i.e., \text{con})\) and the functionality part \((i.e., \text{fun})\) of the query. The two weights 0.7 and 0.3 are experimentally determined based on a small validation dataset.

\[
sim(\text{des}, \text{q}_\text{part}) = \text{cosine}(\text{sbert}(\text{des}), \text{sbert}(\text{q}_\text{part}))
\]

\[
\text{score}(\text{des}, \text{con}, \text{fun}) = 0.7 \times \text{sim}(\text{des}, \text{con}) + 0.3 \times \text{sim}(\text{des}, \text{fun})
\]

We decide to select the two descriptions having the highest similarity scores based on the observation on some validation examples and the discussion among the authors and some developers (not involved in evaluation). Two description sentences can ensure good completeness and conciseness of the explanations, which is confirmed by the results of RQ2 (see Section 6.2). We do not set a threshold for the similarity scores of the description sentences, as we find that the difference between the scores is generally small so that it is difficult to choose a suitable threshold.

4.5.3 Identification of Additional Suggestions. In some cases the user may hope to see diversified explanations that cover some concerns not directly mentioned in the query. Therefore, for an anchor concept of the code snippet, we identify some additional suggestions from its description sentences that are not identified as related descriptions. We consider all the remaining description sentences as the candidates and calculate their average cosine similarity (as Eq. 6) with all the identified related descriptions of the association paths ended with the anchor concept. Based on the results we select two additional description sentences that have the median similarities as the additional suggestions. The rationale for the selection is that the additional suggestions should be similar to the related descriptions and at the same time reflect diversified perspectives of explanations. For example, if users do not realize vulnerability issues when calculating hash to verify file integrity, an additional suggestion “MD5 has been found to suffer from extensive vulnerabilities” can prompt them to notice the problem.

We decide to select the two descriptions having the highest similarity scores based on the observation on some validation examples (randomly sampled 50 question titles that are not involved in subsequent evaluation) and the discussion among the authors and some developers. Two description sentences can ensure good completeness and conciseness of the explanations, which is confirmed by the results of RQ2 (see Section 6.2). We do not set a threshold for the similarity scores of the description sentences, as we find that the difference between the scores is generally small so that it is difficult to choose a suitable threshold.

5 UI DESIGN

XCoS supports explainable code search through an interactive UI as shown in Fig. 5, which can support the insight I4 from our survey results. The UI displays the results of query scoping, the identified conceptual association paths and descriptions in a structured way and supports the user to interactively examine the candidate code snippets based on related concepts and descriptions.

The UI includes three areas, \text{Query Parts}, \text{Explanations}, and \text{Code Snippets}. The \text{Query Parts} area shows different parts of the query, \text{i.e.,} functionalities, functional constraints, nonfunctional constraints (see Sec. 4.4). For example, “calculate hash” and “to verify file integrity” shown in this area are the functionality and the functional constraint of the query. These parts link to the conceptual association paths (see Sec. 4.5.1). This area includes a special query part “See also”, which links to the additional suggestions (see Sec. 4.5.3). The \text{Explanations} area shows the explanations generated for the current candidate code snippets. It organizes the explanations in conceptual trees as follows. We collect all the anchor concepts of code snippets (see Sec. 4.5.1) and try to build the hierarchical structure in trees between them. That is, if an anchor concept \(c_1\) is connected to another anchor concept \(c_2\) through one or multiple hyponym relationships (\text{e.g.,} “instance of” or “subclass of”) in the background knowledge graph, then \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) are inserted to the same conceptual tree and the hyponym relationships between them are reserved as the hierarchical structure in tree. For example, “Cryptographic hash function”, “MD5”, and “SHA-1” are three anchor concepts of the code snippets, they are in the same conceptual
tree. "MD5" is a child of "Cryptographic hash function" in the tree since "MD5" is a "instance of" "Cryptographic hash function", while "SHA-1" is a superchild of "Cryptographic hash function" since "Secure Hash Algorithms" is a "subclass of" "Cryptographic hash function" and "SHA-1" is a "instance of" "Secure Hash Algorithms". Here, some concepts (e.g., "Secure Hash Algorithms") are not anchor concepts of code snippets, they appear in the trees as they can help developers better understand the relationships between the anchor concepts. For each anchor concept in the conceptual trees, the association paths ended with it and the related descriptions of the paths are listed below it, categorized by the query parts linking to the paths. The additional suggestions of it is also listed below it with the special query part "See also". For example, below the anchor concept "MD5", the association paths and related descriptions are displayed with the two query parts "calculate hash" and "to verify file integrity", and the additional suggestions are shown with "See also". Note that, displaying all anchor concepts of code snippets and the corresponding explanations may lead to information overload, we only keep the 15 anchor concepts with the highest relevance to the query. The relevance is measured by averaging the scores (see Sec. 4.5.2) of the related descriptions below the anchor concepts. The Code Snippets area lists the candidate code snippets. The anchor concepts of each code snippet are listed on the top of it. For example, the anchor concepts "Checksum", "SHA-2", and "Cryptographic hash function" are listed on the top of Code Snippet 150.

The UI provides interaction features based on the links between the contents of different areas. The conceptual trees in Explanations area are built based on the anchor concepts of code snippets (the colors of the anchor concepts in the Explanations area and the Code Snippets area are consistent), they can be naturally used to group and filter the code snippets. For each anchor concept in a conceptual tree, XCoS shows the number of the corresponding related code snippets after the name of the concept. The user can determine whether a concept is relevant to the query by reading the explanations below the concept. The explanations can be folded/unfolded by clicking the name of the concept. Because the explanations are categorized by different query parts, thus using the query parts to control the display of the explanations. The user can click a query part in the Query Parts area to show or hide the corresponding explanations. If the user think an anchor concept is relevant to the query, he/she can select the concept by checking the corresponding checkbox in front of it. The Code Snippets area
will be updated accordingly to show only the code snippets that are related to all the currently selected concepts. For example, after reading the explanations the user knows that checksum is often used to verify file integrity and SHA-2 is more secure than MD5. He/she can then select “checksum” and “SHA-2” and check all the candidate code snippets related to both the concepts.

6 EVALUATION

The constructed background knowledge graph in offline phase contains 50,472 software development related concepts, 310,451 relationships (85,913 relationships from Wikidata, and 224,538 additional open relationships and association relationships from Wikipedia), and 239,368 concept descriptions. We encapsulate the concepts and relationships in the knowledge graph with a set of data structures (i.e., Python classes) and store/load the concepts/relationships to/from files via object serialization/deserialization (i.e., dump/load APIs in Python pickle package). We do not apply semantic web technology or graph database (e.g., Neo4j), since we do not use complex graph queries and it is more efficient to directly operate on objects in memory. In online phase, we take all the Java code snippets (about 500K Java methods) in the CodeSearchNet [30] dataset as the codebase, and use Elasticsearch to build a code search service.

Based on the background knowledge graph and code search service, we conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the quality of the key steps of XCoS and the effectiveness and usefulness of XCoS by answering the following research questions. All the data and results can be found in our replication package [7].

RQ1 (Quality): What is the intrinsic quality of the results of the key steps of XCoS?
RQ2 (Effectiveness): How effective is XCoS in generating explanations for code search in terms of completeness, conciseness, and readability?
RQ3 (Usefulness): How useful is XCoS in helping developers during code search tasks?

6.1 Quality of Key Steps (RQ1)

We evaluate the quality of the results of the main steps of the approach (see Section 4), including software development related concept identification, concept linking for description, and concept linking for code. These three steps are the key for offline knowledge graph construction and concept linking in codebase. We don’t evaluate query scoping because it can only be used online and its quality is reflected in the evaluation of the quality of generated explanations (see Section 6.2).

6.1.1 Protocol. As these steps involve large numbers of results (i.e., software development related concepts, concept linkings of descriptions, and concept linkings of code snippets), we randomly sample some from all the results. For concept identification, we randomly sample $S_1$ software development related concepts; For concept linking for description, we randomly sample $S_2$ descriptions; For concept linking for code, we randomly sample $S_3$ code snippets from the codebase. The sample sizes $S_1$ and $S_2$ are both determined to 384 using a statistical sampling method [72], which ensures the estimated accuracy is in 0.05 error margin at 95% confidence level (In practice, the sample sizes can be calculated by using Sample Size Calculator\(^5\)). The sample size $S_3$ is 50. There are two reasons why we don’t apply statistical sampling method for $S_3$: 1) examining the linkings in code is much more difficult and time-consuming; 2) the concept linking algorithm for code is the same as for description.

We invite two MS students (who are not involved in this study and have more than 3 years Java development experience) to independently examine the accuracy of the three steps. For concept identification, the annotators are asked to examine whether the identified concepts are related to software development. They are provided the names, definitions, and corresponding Wikipedia pages of the concepts to make the binary decisions (i.e.,

\(^5\)https://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm
related to or not related to software development). For **concept linking for description**, the annotators are asked to examine whether the identified mentions and linked concepts for descriptions are correct. They are provided the descriptions in which the mentions are identified, the Wikipedia pages containing the descriptions, and the Wikipedia pages of the linked concepts to make the binary decisions (i.e., correct or not correct). For **concept linking for code**, the annotators are asked to examine whether the identified mentions and linked concepts for code are correct. They are provided the code snippets in which the mentions are identified and the Wikipedia pages of the linked concepts to make the binary decisions (i.e., correct or not correct). We compute Cohen’s Kappa [53] to evaluate the inter-rater agreement. For the samples that the two annotators disagree, they discuss and come to a consensus. Based on the consensus annotations, we evaluate the quality of the results of the key steps.

### 6.1.2 Results

Table 2 shows the evaluation results. The column **Accuracy** is the accuracy after resolving the disagreements. The column **Kappa** is the Kappa inter-rater agreement. The accuracies of the three key steps are 87.2%, 95.2% and 72.3% respectively. The Kappa agreements are all above 0.80, which indicates substantial agreement between the two annotators. It can be seen that we achieve high accuracy in concept identification and description concept linking, which ensure that the quality of the background knowledge graph we construct is high. The accuracy of concept linking for code is also reasonably high, but is much lower than that of concept linking for description.

The same concept linking algorithm performs much better on descriptions than on code snippets, which is mainly due to the following reasons. First, Wikipedia is a high-quality crowdsourced encyclopedic knowledge base, and many of the concepts mentioned in the descriptions we extracted from it are directly marked with hyperlinks and linked to the corresponding concepts. We fully consider this prior information (see Section 4.3.3) when performing mention recognition and candidate matching on the descriptions. But this information is not available for the code, so the candidate concepts of the mentions in code are usually more, which makes the concept linking more difficult. For example, as exemplified in Section 4.3, for the “buffer” in the description, we can just keep the concept of “Data buffer” when matching candidates. But for the “buffer” that appears in the code, we have to keep all possible 26 candidate concepts. Second, the concept and word embedding model we currently use is the pre-trained Wikipedia2Vec model trained on Wikipedia corpus. It may not be entirely appropriate for the calculation of \(\text{ctxS}(c, ctx)\) for code since the \(ctx\) is composed using code identifiers. For example, “path” and “file” often appear together in code and should have a high similarity, but the similarity calculated using the Wikipedia2Vec embeddings is only 0.623. This is because in general corpus, “path” often means “road” and more often appears together with other words like “mountain” and “woods” (their similarities with “path” are 0.731 and 0.720 respectively). In future, we will consider to train an embedding model that can jointly map words, concepts and code identifiers into the same vector space to overcome the problem.

In fact, the incorrectly linked concepts in code snippets do not have a large negative impact on the whole approach. First, the incorrect concepts usually have no conceptual association paths with the query, so they will not appear in the generated explanations. For example, if “buffer” in a candidate code snippet for the query \textit{read file} is linked to “Optical buffer”, the incorrect linking does not introduce noise since “Optical buffer” has no associated path with the query. Second, since incorrect linkings may cause some useful code snippets not to be placed in the right group and the user can’t find the code they want, we let the code search service return a large number (e.g., 200) of code snippets to avoid this problem.

### 6.1.3 Summary

Our evaluation shows that the quality of the extracted background knowledge and the concept linkings in codebase is generally high.

Table 2. Accuracy of the Three Key Steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept Identification</td>
<td>87.2%</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Linking for Description</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Linking for Code</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Effectiveness for Generating Explanations (RQ2)

We perform an empirical evaluation for assessing the explanations generated by XCoS, similar to previous research [46, 56, 73].

6.2.1 Tasks. Since the queries in the CodeSearchNet dataset are code comments and cannot represent real development tasks and search queries, we construct experimental tasks and corresponding search queries from SO questions. On the other hand, many concerns of developers are not only contained in the question titles, but also reflected in the question bodies [41, 45]. Thus, instead of using SO question titles directly as tasks, we construct them as follows. We select questions tagged with at least one of the six most popular tags (i.e., java, python, javascript, php, c#, android) from the SO data dump [1] as the corpus. In order to ensure the quality of selected questions, we only keep questions with at least one upvote, leading to a corpus with 304,976 questions. Then, we use an NLP tool (spaCy) to analyze the titles of these questions and extract the VERB OBJECT structures as candidate functionalities. For example, from the question title “how to read ile in Java” we extract “read ile”.

We define three difficulty levels (i.e., easy, medium, and hard) for tasks based on constraints, respectively indicating no constraints, one functional or nonfunctional constraint, and multiple constraints. We hope that the code search tasks can cover different difficulty levels. The easy tasks are obtained by randomly sampling from the candidate functionalities and the sampled functionalities are taken as search queries directly. For medium and hard task, we randomly sample some candidate functionalities and try to obtain search queries by completing them with constraints. For example, we can add a nonfunctional constraint “in memory efficient way” to “read large ile” since memory issues are mentioned in the bodies of some SO questions on reading large file. The constrains are obtained through: 1) SO question titles; 2) SO question bodies; 3) Google’s query autocompletion API (https://suggestqueries.google.com/). For the first way, we directly obtain constraints from existing question titles. For the second way, we try to express the constraints (e.g., “in a memory efficient way”) with the words/phrases (e.g., “memory efficient”) used in the original question bodies. For the third way, since the autocompletion API may suggest multiple autocompletions for a functionality, we first filter out the irrelevant/useless suggestions (e.g., language restrictions like “in python”) for our development tasks and then select the first suggestion as the constraint. The above processes are relatively objective thus can avoid introducing biases. Note that during the process, the candidate functionalities that are similar to the existing task topics and those that are not successfully completed are skipped. For each task, we find an SO question that corresponds to its functionality and select one description from the question body as its context. In this way, we obtain 10 code search tasks (4 easy, 4 medium, 2 hard) as shown in Table 3. The 10 queries cover different problem topics (e.g., reading file, converting byte array), constraints, and difficulties, thus can relatively realistically reflect the different code search scenarios. In the above process, we do not sample a fixed number of candidate functionalities (extracted from Stack Overflow queries) through statistical methods (as in RQ1) in advance, because many candidate functionalities cannot become a task (e.g., skipped due to having duplicated problem topic with existing tasks) so that we cannot guarantee...
Table 3. Ratings for 10 Tasks on Completeness, Conciseness and Readability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Conciseness</th>
<th>Readability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>get absolute url</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>0 1 6 5</td>
<td>0 7 3 2</td>
<td>0 2 4 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>draw circle</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>0 0 6 6</td>
<td>0 1 2 9</td>
<td>0 0 4 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>add cookie</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>0 0 5 7</td>
<td>0 1 9 2</td>
<td>0 0 5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>post json</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>0 1 2 9</td>
<td>0 1 5 6</td>
<td>0 0 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>read XML using XPath</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>0 2 7 3</td>
<td>0 1 8 3</td>
<td>0 0 5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>get icon from website</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>0 2 5 5</td>
<td>0 2 7 3</td>
<td>0 2 3 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>convert byte array to BASE64</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>0 2 6 4</td>
<td>0 4 6 2</td>
<td>0 2 5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>read large file in memory efficient way</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>0 0 2 10</td>
<td>0 0 6 6</td>
<td>0 0 0 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>check url for malware in a safe way</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>0 0 3 9</td>
<td>0 2 5 5</td>
<td>0 0 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>calculate hash to verify file integrity and least vulnerable to attacks</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>1 0 4 7</td>
<td>0 0 4 8</td>
<td>0 0 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 8 46 65</td>
<td>0 19 55 46</td>
<td>0 6 35 79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

how many tasks can be obtained from the sampled functionalities. To this end, we keep sampling the candidate functionalities until 10 tasks are obtained.

6.2.2 Protocol. We invite 12 MS students (experienced in Java development) to evaluate the quality of the explanations generated by XCoS. Their programming expertise is assessed through a survey administered to 50 graduate students. The 12 most experienced students are selected and they have at least 3 years’ Java development experience. The participants are from the same institution as the authors but have no academic relationship with the authors. In addition, they are not involved in this work before invited to participate in the experiments, thus have no potential conflicts of interest. For each task we generate explanations by searching the query of the task in XCoS. The participants are asked to evaluate the generated explanations in terms of completeness, conciseness, and readability on a 4-points Likert scale [40] (1-disagree; 2-somewhat disagree; 3-somewhat agree; 4-agree) by the following statements.

1) Completeness. The explanations contain all the necessary information for explaining search results.

2) Conciseness. The explanations contain no unnecessary or redundant information for explaining search results.

3) Readability. The explanations are well-organized and easy to understand.

Note that in order to reduce bias, the second statement is phrased negatively to maintain the interpretation of the answers similar to all three statements. After the participants finish the evaluation, we ask them to explain the low ratings (1 or 2).

6.2.3 Results. The results of the ratings for each task are shown in Table 3 and the ratings for the three statements across all tasks are shown in Figure 6. For completeness of XCoS, 54.2% of the answers are 4 (agree), 38.3% are 3 (somewhat agree), 6.7% are 2 (somewhat disagree), and 0.8% are 1 (disagree). For conciseness of XCoS, 38.3% of the answers are 4 (agree), 45.8% are 3 (somewhat agree), 15.8% are 2 (somewhat disagree), and there are no 1 (disagree) answers. For readability of XCoS, 65.8% of the answers are 4 (agree), 29.2% are 3 (somewhat agree), 5.0% are 2 (somewhat disagree), and there are no 1 (disagree) answers. We use one sample T-test [68] to verify the statistical significance of the difference between the participants’ ratings and random ratings. The null hypothesis is that the ratings for completeness, conciseness, and readability are random and the mean of the ratings for each
property is 2.5. The results show that for each property the statistical difference is significant ($p << 0.01$), so we reject the null hypothesis.

For conciseness, there are 19 answers 2 (somewhat disagree). The reasons given by the participants are mainly that simple tasks usually do not require much explanation, and the explanation information we provide is redundant for these tasks. For example, the explanations of “circle” for $T_2$ is unnecessary.

### 6.2.4 Summary

The participants consider that the explanations generated by XCoS are complete, concise, and readable.

### 6.3 Usefulness of XCoS (RQ3)

We evaluate the usefulness of XCoS in code search tasks, that is, choosing the most suitable code snippet for a given task. Note that, we focus on helping developers by providing explanations for search results, instead of proposing a stronger search algorithm. To this end, we evaluate the usefulness of XCoS through whether the explorations can help the developers better complete code search tasks. The effectiveness of query scoping can bee also reflected in this evaluation, since the explanations generated by XCoS are organized by the corresponding query parts, which greatly influence the choosing process of code snippets (see Section 5).

#### 6.3.1 Baseline

For comparison, we implement a baseline that directly displays the results returned by the code search service. The baseline has a UI similar to XCoS, but only shows the code snippets without explanation information. Other state-of-the-art code search techniques are not compared, since the key to comparison is whether there are explanations for the search results returned by the same search service, instead of comparing the effectiveness of different search techniques. We build the search service using Elasticsearch instead of state-of-the-art code search techniques, as most practical code search services are built based on information retrieval based search engines (see the insight $I_0$ of our survey) and Elasticsearch is the most popular one of such engines.

#### 6.3.2 Protocol

We use the same tasks in Section 6.2 to evaluate the usefulness of XCoS, and randomly divide the tasks into two roughly equivalent group $T_A$ and $T_B$. In each group, the number of tasks in easy, medium, hard level are 2, 2, 1 respectively. We invite 14 MS students (not involved in RQ2) with 1-5 years’ Java programming experience to participate this experiment. Their programming expertise is assessed through a survey distributed to 50 graduate students and they are divided into three experience levels (i.e., beginners, intermediate, advanced) according to the survey. The invited students have different programming experience, which ensure the diversity of the participants. In addition, most of them (except beginners) have participated in the development of some medium/large scale projects (> 10,000 LOC), and some participants have professional programming experience such as working or interning in some companies for a period of time. We further divide them into two “equivalent” groups ($G_A$ and $G_B$) and each group with 2 beginner, 3 intermediate, and 2 advanced.
Table 4. Average Accuracy, Time and Ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Accuracy</th>
<th>Average Time</th>
<th>Average Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XCoS</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
<td>172.9s</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>147.7s</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We ask the participants to complete code search tasks with XCoS and the baseline by adopting a balanced treatment distribution for the groups. Participants in $G_A$ are asked to complete the tasks in $T_A$ with XCoS and complete the tasks in $T_B$ with the baseline. Conversely, participants in $G_B$ are asked to complete the tasks in $T_B$ with XCoS and complete the tasks in $T_A$ with the baseline. Overall, each participant is asked to complete all the 10 tasks, 5 with XCoS and 5 with the baseline. Before starting the tasks, we give these participants a 20-minute training session and provide some examples to familiarize them with XCoS and the baseline. When completing the tasks with baseline, the participants are allowed to use external search engines like Google and Bing. The reason is that in practice some developers will consult these external resources to check whether the code snippets meet their requirements (see the results of our developer survey in Section 3). For each participant, the tasks are done by interleaving XCoS and the baseline. At the same time, the order in which tasks are completed is completely random and has nothing to do with difficulty.

For each task, a participant is asked to select the most suitable code snippet from search results and submit it as the answer. Moreover, we ask the participants to record the answer’s ranking in the search results and the reason for choice. If participants cannot find a suitable code snippet, they can submit an empty answer. The participants have a time limit of 15 minutes on each task, after which they are considered to submit an empty answer. When all participants have completed their tasks, we assess the correctness of the answers. Note that it is impossible to build an oracle to specify a unique correct answer for each task, as the code base contains about 500K code snippets and a task may be correctly completed by different code snippets. To this end, for each task we mix together the answers submitted by all participants (completed with XCoS and the baseline), and then two authors independently assess the correctness of each answer comparatively. A correct answer must satisfy both functionality and constraints of the task query, but is allowed for redundant parts (such as a few extra operations). We compute Cohen’s Kappa [53] to evaluate the inter-rater agreement between the two authors. For the answers that the two annotators disagree, a third author resolves the conflicts based on the major-win strategy. Finally, we also conduct interviews to collect participants’ feedback on XCoS. The participants are asked to answer whether XCoS is useful and why.

Note that, we do not use the ranking-based metrics (e.g., top-k or ranked position) to evaluate XCoS, as the ranked lists are returned by the code service and the rankings of the correct answers are meaningless for evaluating XCoS. Through the explanations generated by XCoS, users can quickly group and filter the code snippets based on their requirements or concerns (see Section 5), rather than must browse and check the results in the ranked list linearly (i.e., check the searched code snippets one-by-one). Therefore, the original ranking information cannot reflect the effectiveness of completing tasks with XCoS. For example, for the query “calculate hash to verify file” shown in Figure 5, when the users check the checkboxes in front of the concepts “Checksum” and “SHA-2”, the Code Snippets area will update and only display the code snippets containing the two concepts. Then, the users may directly choose the first code snippet (i.e., Code Snippet-49) in the updated area as the answer. Although the code snippet is ranked 49-th in the original ranked list, the users can skip the 48 code snippets ranked in front of it and quickly choose it when determining to use “Checksum” and “SHA-2”.

6.3.3 Results. Figure 7 and Table 4 show the accuracy (i.e., the ratio that the right code snippets were selected by a participant for a task group), the completion time, and the answer’s ranking over the tasks when completed with XCoS and without XCoS respectively. The Kappa agreement is 0.82, which indicates substantial agreement.
between the two annotators. Here, because 51 (18 with XCoS and 33 with the baseline) of the total 140 submitted answers are assessed as incorrect, we exclude them when counting the time and ranking. According to the results, compared to without XCoS, using XCoS the participants complete the tasks 40.5% more accurately (21.4% on average) in comparable time by choosing the answers from a wider range of code snippets. We use Welch’s T-test [83] for verifying the statistical significance of the differences. The improvement of accuracy of XCoS is statistically significant ($p = 0.007$, effect size = 1.503), while the extra time spent is not significant ($p = 0.417$, effect size = 0.176). In addition, Table 5 gives detailed accuracy from different aspects. It shows that XCoS can improve accuracy for tasks of different difficulty levels and developers with different programming experience levels.

The improvement of XCoS in accuracy mainly comes from two aspects. First, users can accurately judge which concepts are related to the query by reading the association paths and descriptions we provide. For example, for T10, some participants who use XCoS write that “From the provided information, it is known that SHA-512 is a more secure hash algorithm”, and for this reason they choose the code snippets using SHA-512 instead of MD5. Second, our grouping of code snippets allows users to efficiently filter out a lot of top-ranked but irrelevant code snippets, allowing them to find the low-ranked correct answers. By checking the reasons given by the participants for their answers, we find that many mention that they filter the code snippets using the concept checkboxes while using XCoS. Without the grouping and filtering, some lower-ranked correct answers might not be discovered by users at all. This can also be seen from the ranking data in Figure 7 and Table 4, for tasks done correctly with XCoS the answers are chosen from a wider range of rankings.

Of course, we also find some problems. For few beginner participants, the explanations we provide do not improve the likelihood that they will choose the correct answer. We analyze the reasons they give for their answers and find that although we provide a lot of explanations, they still lack the relevant background knowledge to judge whether a code snippet is related to the query. For example, for T10, a beginner participant chooses an incorrect code snippet because “I filter the code snippets using both Hash function and Data integrity and choose
one from the remaining code snippets”. But in fact this code snippet has nothing to do with the functionality of the task.

After analyzing the feedback, we find that all participants think our tool to be useful in most cases. The usefulness is mainly reflected in the following facts: it can quickly help filter out irrelevant code and greatly reduce the number of code snippets that need to be examined; it can help familiarize themselves with some unknown concepts and rationales, and can greatly reduce the time to seek the information from external resources (e.g., Google); it can help them focus on some key information, and can significantly improve the confidence of choice. Some participants mention that the explanations provided by XCoS are not very helpful on simple tasks that do not need too much background knowledge.

6.3.4 Summary. Our approach significantly improves the accuracy and confidence for code search tasks and is considered useful.

6.4 Threats to Validity
Data sampling and data annotation are involved in RQ1 and RQ3. Thus common threats to the internal validity include randomness of the sampling and subjective judgment of the involved annotators. To minimize such threats, we follow commonly used sampling and data analysis techniques, such as involving multiple annotators and conflict resolution steps and reporting agreement coefficients. A threat to the external validity is that we only use a limited number of tasks (i.e., 10 tasks) in the evaluation. Therefore, our findings may not be generalizable. To minimize such threats, we sample the tasks from Stack Overflow and try to ensure the diversity of tasks as much as possible by covering different topics and difficulties.

7 RELATED WORK
Early research on code search mainly use information retrieval technologies to establish the association between code and query [15, 51]. Thanks to the efficiency, the information retrieval technologies are often used to build Internet-scale code search engines [24]. Some studies take into account code characteristics by organizing code into directed graphs and transform a code search task into a graph search task. For example, McMillan et al. [54] propose Portfolio, a code search engine that combines keyword matching with PageRank and SAN scores based on the API call graph to return a chain of functions. Li et al. [39] further propose a relation-based code search framework for JavaScript RACS, which can structurally match the action graph parsed from the query with the call graph parsed from the code to improve the accuracy. However, these works do not consider the conceptual association between query and code, nor provide explanations for the search results.

Recently, some studies use deep learning models to match query with code at the semantic level [22, 25, 26, 38, 47, 69, 78]. Gu et al. [25] propose DeepCS, which relies on a LSTM-based deep neural network to encode the code snippet and query into a same vector space and use the cosine similarity between query vector and the code vector as the matching score. Similarly, Sachdev et al. [69] also propose a code search tool named NCS, which combines Word2Vec and TF-IDF to generate vector representations for code snippets and query and calculates the distance between their vectors as a relevance score. However, these deep learning based approaches cannot provide explainability.

An important factor affecting the accuracy of code search is the lexical gap between query and code. Many existing studies focus on query expansion and reformulation [28, 29, 44, 50, 52, 62, 79] to solve the lexical gap problem. Hill et al. [29] reformulate queries with natural language phrasal representations of method signatures. Haiduc et al. [28] propose a machine learning based approach to reformulate queries, which can automatically recommend a reformulation strategy based on the query properties. Lu et al. [50] also extend queries with synonyms based on WordNet to improve the hit rate of code search. Lv et al. [52] propose CodeHow that can expand the query with potential relevant APIs and retrieve code by considering both text similarity and potential
APIs. Wang et al. [79] propose a learning based approach to mine domain glossary and show that the mined glossary can be used to expand search queries. Recently, Liu et al. [44] propose NQE model to predict the keywords related to the query from the corpus, so as to expand the query. However, these methods cannot bridge background knowledge gap between query and code.

Feature location, concept location, and bug localization are special code search scenarios that aim to retrieve code in a single project. According to the types of used analysis, the proposed approaches can be classified into different categories [19], including textual [16, 33, 55], structural [21, 37, 65], historical [34, 81, 84] and dynamic types. Besides applying individual analysis, recent approaches [20, 81] combine different types of analysis to compensate for the limitations.

There are some works focusing on interactive and explanatory code search [48, 49, 80]. Wang et al. [80] propose an approach to improve feature location and code search with multi-faceted interactive exploration. This approach automatically extracts and mines multiple syntactic and semantic facets from candidate program elements. Lu et al. [49] propose INQRES, a code search tool that helps user improve queries in an interactive way. Liu et al. [48] propose CodeNuance, which utilizes differencing and visualization to solve 1) many pieces of online code are largely similar but subtly different; 2) several pieces of code may form complex relations through their differences. These methods lack explanatory information on the background knowledge level of the search results.

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is a trending research direction and some researchers have explored the explainability problem for software engineering, especially for software defect prediction. There are some research works to make the defect prediction models more practical, explainable, and actionable [74, 75], including investigating practitioners’ needs of explainability of defect prediction models [32], developing line-level just-in-time defect prediction approaches and leveraging model-agnostic techniques (e.g., LIME) to improve the explainability [23, 59–61, 82], and applying the more explainable models to software quality assurance [63].

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose an approach (called XCoS) to support explainable code search based on query scoping and knowledge graph. It can bridge the background knowledge gap between the query and the code. Our evaluation confirms the intrinsic quality of the constructed background knowledge graph and the generated explanations for search results. It also shows the usefulness of XCoS in code search tasks. In the future, we will improve and extend the approach from several aspects. First, we will train an embedding model that simultaneously considers the semantic relationships of concepts, words, and code identifiers. Second, we will incorporate more knowledge resources such as Stack Overflow to construct a more informative background knowledge graph. Third, we will design our UI interaction to be easier to use based on user feedback. Fourth, we will explore the possibility of using the background knowledge graph to directly improve code search algorithms.
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